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Abstract
This article explores influence of multi-words (compound
words) in the continuous speech recognition system of our
Czech TV/radio News Transcription system. The main aim is
to support recognition of short words, which are often misrec-
ognized. Short words are joined with frequent longer words
into a multi-word. Two measures for multi-words selection are
tested. The first measure is based on pointwise mutual infor-
mation, the second is based on occurrence frequency. Occur-
rence frequency based measure outperformed pointwise mutual
information based measure. Adding multi-words increased per-
formance of continuous speech recognition system and reduced
misrecognition of short words.

1. Introduction
Short words are frequently misrecognized by speech recogni-
tion systems. They are often ignored, recognized as a noise or
added to a following or previous word. Another observation is
that long words are recognized correctly in most cases.

Multi-words (compound words) made of short word and a
frequently following or preceding word can help to recognize
the short words. Several metrics were tested in this articleand in
[1]. Multi-words are often added to vocabularies of continuous
speech recognition systems (CSR) [2], [3].

Another reason to add multi-words to vocabulary is that
they “increase order” of n-gram language model. Assume “let
me” to be a multi-word item in a vocabulary, then “let me go”
is a trigram. Large vocabulary, 200k and more words, implies
that continuous speech recognition systems use lower orderof
n-gram language model because of limited resources. Comput-
ing Czech bigram language model with 312k words takes 0.9
- 1.5GB RAM, depending on speed requirements. Estimating
of conditional probabilities for such large language modelalso
needs huge amount of texts.

Third reason to add multi-words is that they solve cross-
word pronunciation. It means that some words are pronounced
differently in different contexts. This is also solved by adding
several pronunciation variants to vocabulary items [4], [5].

Natural multi-words cause problems in languages where
compounding is a common way to create a new word like Ger-
man, Finnish, Czech. These natural multi-words rapidly in-
crease vocabulary size and cause data sparsity. Several ap-
proaches were explored to break long multi-words [6], [7].

Creation of a new vocabulary for a continuous speech
recognition system is hard and time consuming work, because
a lot of manual work is needed. Firstly, most frequent words
are selected. Phonetic transcription is then added to each vo-
cabulary item. Finally, long time manual correcting periodfol-

lows. Automatic transcription using phonological rules can be
successfully applied to language native words. Foreign words
can be pronounced irregularly. New vocabulary is often derived
from an existing one by adding or removing words (vocabulary
adaptation). This is faster way, but still much manual work is
necessary, because new words are more often irregularly pro-
nounced and more mistyped words occur between the candi-
dates we wish to add.

Multi-words are created from the words appearing in the
vocabulary. Multi-words are then added to the vocabulary. Two
criteria for multi-words selecting are compared in this article
and the selected multi-words are added in pure automatic way.
One criterion is based on pointwise mutual information, thesec-
ond is based on occurrence frequency of a multi-word.

2. News transcription system
Our transcription system consists of several processing blocks,
as shown in Figure 1. A speech signal (usually captured from
a TV & radio card mounted in a PC) is parameterized first and
than passed to a block that splits the signal into shorter, more or
less homogeneous segments. In ideal case, the segments should
contain utterance of a single speaker. His or her identity (or, in
case of an unknown person, at least the gender) is determined
in the next block. Speaker adapted acoustic models are then
used in the continuous speech recognition system (CSR). Fi-
nally, some post-processing and text formatting (such as punc-
tuation) is performed to make the CSR output more intelligible.

2.1. Signal processing and feature extraction

Broadcasted signal is captured by a standard TV/radio card and
sampled at 16 kHz/16 bit rate. Parameterization is done 100
times per second within 25 ms long frames. Each frame is rep-
resented by 40 features - 39 MFCC parameters and log energy.
The latter is used only for identifying speech activity.

2.2. Acoustic stream segmentation

This module splits captured stream into acoustically homoge-
neous segments. Speaker turns and TV jingles boundaries are
searched for in this way.

In the recent version we use the algorithm that is based
on the evaluation of the BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion)
curve computed for the given signal. The evaluation is done
in hierarchical way: First, the point with the largest BIC value
is found to split the signal into two parts. Then each part is
processed in the same manner, which is repeated until the BIC
curve remains below a specified threshold [8].
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the complete system

2.3. Speaker and gender identification

Information about unknown or identified speaker is added to
each signal segment. The list of acoustic GMM models for most
frequent Czech TV/radio speakers has been prepared.

The speaker recognition is performed in two stages. First,
the GMM matching procedure produces an ordered list of can-
didates and after that the identity of the top candidate is veri-
fied using the Universal Background Model (UBM). For those
speakers who were rejected in the previous stage we employ at
least the information about his/her gender. This is determined
according to a simple majority rule that is applied to the list of
the candidates from the first stage.

2.4. Speaker adaptation

Speaker adapted models (SA) were prepared for the same most
frequent Czech TV/radio speakers as in section 2.3. If a seg-
ment comes with positively identified speaker, SA model is as-
signed to this segment.

In the other case, two possible approaches are available:
either gender dependent model is applied or unsupervised on-
line adaptation can be performed. In the latter case, a cohort of
the nearest speakers (of the same gender) is determined using
the results from speaker identification step and then the mean
vectors belonging to cohort speakers get combined to createthe
final adapted model - for details see [9].

TV/radio jingles are not passed to speech recognizer.

2.5. Speech decoding

Phonetic mapping of speech uses 41 symbols, 7 symbols are
used for different types of noises [2]. All these 48 acousticunits
are modeled by three state left-to-right HMMs with multiple
Gaussians (up to 100 per state). The models have been trained
on 35 hours of annotated speech recordings that was a mix of
microphone and broadcast signal.

The decoder is based on the time synchronous one-pass
Viterbi search. Its parameters, i.e. the number of word-end
hypotheses, pruning and LM weighting factor, etc, had been op-
timized earlier on the development data and remained constant
for all experiments. The decoder consumes 360 MB operational
memory for the largest (312k) lexicon.

Our decoder can process speech that is up to 5 minutes long
and contains maximum 500 units (words or noises).

2.6. Post processing

The recognizer produces space separated word stream corre-
sponding to recognized speech segment. Automatically learned
rules insert punctuation marks (dots and commas) into the word
stream. This separates the word stream into sentences. Capital-
ization of initial letters of the sentences is performed.

2.7. Vocabulary and Language model

The speech recognition system uses vocabulary with 312k
words and 100k pronunciation variants. The vocabulary con-
tains 1733 mainly manually created multi-words. Bigram lan-
guage model primarily smoothed by Witten-Bell[10] method is
employed in the speech recognizer. When smoothed value of
an unobserved successor is greater than any value of observed
successor for the same ancestor add-one smoothing technique
is used.

3. Text corpus
Inflected languages need a big text corpus to estimate n-gram
probabilities and to create lexicon with minimal out of vocabu-
lary (OOV) rate. Our corpus consists of 2.6 GB plain text data,
mainly from Czech newspapers. Numbers and abbreviations
expansion was performed during data cleaning. All texts were
converted to lowercase.

After cleaning, the corpus contains 360,104,333 words of
which 2,099,353 are distinct. The corpus contain 64,938,072
observed word pairs.

4. Measures for deriving multi-words
As mentioned in introduction, short word can be combined with
a longer word to allow the short word to be recognized properly.
Criterion used to select multi-word candidates has to meet sev-
eral requirements:

1. Multi-word has to be composed of at least one short
word. Multi-words made only of long words contribute
only to data sparsity and long words are mostly properly
recognized alone.

2. The pair of words making a multi-word has to occur fre-
quently. Infrequent multi-words contribute only to data
sparsity.

3. Words making a multi-word have to appear frequently,
so the occurrence probability can be estimated prop-
erly. Frequent words are also more likely language na-
tive than foreign words so phonetic transcription can be
performed by common phonological rules.

A short word is defined in this article as a word made of at
most 3 characters. All words in a multi-word has to occur at
least 30 times in the text corpus.

4.1. Pointwise mutual information

Pointwise mutual information is defined as

PMI = log

„

p(w1, w2)

p(w1)p(w2)

«

, (1)

where p(w1, w2) is probability of a word sequencew1, w2,
p(w1) is probability of the ancestorw1 andp(w2) is probabil-
ity of the successorw2. Pointwise mutual information is used
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to compute collocations. In addition to the stated requirements
pointwise mutual information selects words that occur together
frequently and rare separately.

4.2. Occurrence frequency

Occurrence frequency is the simplest way to choose multi-word
candidates. Let denote occurrence frequency of neighbors as

C(w1, w2). (2)

4.3. Adding multi-words to the vocabulary and language
model

Multi-words are simply added to the vocabulary. Words that
make multi-words are not removed. Members of a multi-word
are separated by character ’_’, which is removed before recog-
nizer’s score evaluation. Phonetic transcription of a multi-word
is done by common phonological rules assuming the multi-word
to be a single word.

Multi-words must be inserted into the text corpus. The new
language model corresponding to the modified vocabulary must
be recomputed from the modified text corpus.

5. Speech data
The speech data are taken from Czech news broadcasted by 3
largest Czech TV stations. Table 1 shows information about

Training Testing

Speech segments 498 339
Speech length 81 min 53 min

Table 1: Speech data

training and testing part of used speech data. A segment in-
cludes one or more sentences.

6. Experiments
All experiments were performed on the testing part of the
speech data from section 5. Recognition score with vocabu-
lary without multi-words is 74.62%. Baseline with manually
chosen multi-words is 75.87%. Manual choice of multi-words
was based on:

1. Collocations, words that appear together rather than sep-
arately.

2. Frequent joins of Czech prepositions and following
word. This helps aligner to distinguish between a short
preposition and some noise.

3. Frequent word pairs for which pronunciation signifi-
cantly differs compared to the case when they appear
separately.

Added multi-words contain at least one word with maximum
length of 3 characters. Each word in multi-word has to occur
more than 30 times in the text corpus. Following experiment
show influence of number of inserted multi-words to vocabulary
on speech recognizer’s performance.

6.1. Pointwise mutual information

Pointwise mutual information from section 4.1 was used to se-
lect multi-words. Multi-words with the highest PMI value were

Added multi-words Accuracy [%]
1000 74.49
2000 74.42
3000 74.38
4000 74.29
5000 74.31
6000 74.37
7000 74.43
8000 74.42
9000 74.40
10000 74.38

Table 2: Results with added multi-words measured by point-
wise mutual information

added to the multi-words free vocabulary. Results are presented
in table 2.

No significant improvement over the baseline score without
multi-words was achieved. This is because collocations selected
by PMI are not so frequent. PMI measure and other collocations
measure are more suitable for pure language tasks, while this
case is also influenced by acoustic part of a multi-word.

6.2. Occurrence frequency

Multi-words with the highest occurrence frequency in the text
corpus were added to the multi-words free vocabulary. Results
are presented in table 3.

Added multi-words Accuracy [%]
1000 75.40
2000 75.73
3000 75.80
4000 76.03
5000 75.79
6000 75.82
7000 75.76
8000 75.92
9000 76.15
10000 76.17

Table 3: Results with multi-words adding measured by occur-
rence frequency

Occurrence frequency is more suitable measure for auto-
matic selection of multi-words. Frequent short words are at-
tached to longer words.

Prepositions in Czech as in many other languages are often
attached in front of a word and causes coarticulation. Multi-
words in the next experiment are also selected according to the
occurrence frequency, but preposition can stay only as the first
word in a multi-word. Results are shown in table 4.

As can be seen from the table 4, no further improvements
with prepositions at the first position were achieved. This is
because prepositions are mainly at the first position or a prepo-
sition doesn’t cause coarticulation effect in the testing data.

Slight improvement can be observed in the table 3 when
more multi-words are added. Table 5 shows results for adding
multi-words more aggressively. The results slightly improve
with more added multi-words. Degradation of accuracy is visi-
ble when more than 35000 multi-words were added.

The more multi-words are selected the more multi-words
can contain preposition at other than the first position. Ta-
ble 6 shows result of experiment where multi-words are selected
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Added multi-words Accuracy [%]
1000 75.40
2000 75.73
3000 75.80
4000 76.03
5000 75.79
6000 75.82
7000 75.76
8000 75.92
9000 76.15
10000 76.17

Table 4: Results with multi-words adding measured by occur-
rence frequency and prepositions can only stay at the first posi-
tions

Added multi-words Accuracy [%]
10000 76.17
15000 76.87
20000 77.21
25000 77.36
30000 77.39
35000 77.57
40000 77.49
45000 77.51
50000 77.44

Table 5: Results with multi-words adding measured by occur-
rence frequency, more multi-words are added

more aggressively as in the previous experiment, but a preposi-
tion can occur only at the first position of a multi-word. Results

Added multi-words Accuracy [%]
10000 76.17
15000 76.89
20000 77.25
25000 77.36
30000 77.39
35000 77.57
40000 77.54

Table 6: Results with multi-words adding measured by occur-
rence frequency, more multi-words are added. Preposition can
occur only at the first position of a multi-word

slightly differ when prepositions are at the first position,but no
significant infulence on recognizer’s accuracy was observed.

7. Recognizer’s output analysis
This section gives more detailed analysis of recognized speech.
Most common mistakes of the multi-words free vocabulary and
vocabulary with 35000 multi-words are compared. Table 7
shows most common mistakes when multi-words free vocabu-
lary is used. Table 8 shows most common mistakes with vocab-
ulary with 35000 multi-words. Mistakes are expressed in dele-
tions, insertions and substitutions of czech words on the testing
data. Insertions and deletions of short words can also influence
misrecognition of neighboring words.

Detailed analysis presented in tables 7 and 8 confirmed that
multi-words can reduce insertions and deletions of short words.

Mistake Occurrence
Insertion of ”a” 27
Deletion of ”je” 13
Insertion of ”v” 9
Insertion of ”i” 8
Deletion of ”a” 7
Deletion of ”v” 7
Deletion of ”i” 6

Substitution of ”tak” with ”pak” 3
Deletion of ”s” 2
Deletion of ”z” 2
Insertion of ”z” 2

Substitution of ”byl” with ”byla” 2
Substitution of ”byli” with ”byly” 2

Substitution of ”k” with ”v” 2

Table 7: Most common mistakes for multi-words free vocabu-
lary

Mistake Occurrence
Insertion of ”a” 20
Deletion of ”je” 12
Deletion of ”a” 6
Deletion of ”v” 6
Insertion of ”i” 6
Insertion of ”v” 6
Deletion of ”i” 3
Insertion of ”k” 3

Substitution of ”si” with ”se” 3
Insertion of ”u” 2

Substitution of ”byl” with ”byla” 2
Substitution of ”byli” with ”byly” 2

Substitution of ”ne” with ”mé” 2
Substitution of ”pak” with ”a” 2

Table 8: Most common mistakes for vocabulary with 35000
multi-words

8. Conclusions
Multi-words in a vocabulary can improve speech recogni-
tion. Recognition accuracy increased up to 35000 added multi-
words. Degradation of recognition performance begun if more
than 35000 multi-words was added. Difference between the
multi-words free vocabulary (74.62%) and the vocabulary with
35000 multi-words (77.57%) is 2.62%. Detailed speech rec-
ognizer’s analysis showed that number of misrecognized short
words decreased.

Although multi-words can improve recognizer’s accuracy,
attention has to be paid to the selection method. Method based
on simple occurrence frequency outperformed method based
on pointwise mutual information criterion. This is because
PMI penalizes most frequent words occurring with many other
words. This is the case of short prepositions and short frequent
verbs. Multi-words made of long words only increase data spar-
sity. PMI can help to find collocation of words that are written
unusually, but some word in the collocation is pronounced as
another frequent word in the vocabulary.
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